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This paper describes thc changes made to an introductory course in Mechanical Engincering 
at Chalmers University of Technology to transform it from a project design course into a 
project design~build-test (DBT) course. Thc aim i.<; to inspire engineering educators to 
introduce practical hands-on build (manufacture) elements in their curricula through an 
account of the positive experiences gained. Thc introduction of a build elcment already in the 
introductory course rather than towards the end orthe curriculum is a novelty which secms, in 
their own opinion, to improve the studcnts general understanding of the theory of product 
development and its tools and the necessity to plan ahead in the design proccss to consider 
factors relatcd to the production and use of their designs. The opportunities to combinc 
theoretical and practical work and to get to sce thc final result of a product development 
process have also generally been very appreciated by the studcnts. 

1 IntrodUction 
Enginecring education has cxpcrienced profound ehangcs after the Second World War as a 
result of the rapid expansion of scientific and technical knowledge. While most prc-war 
engineering teachers were practicing engineers themselves, educators of later generations 
have in many cases been technical expcrts specialized in fairly narrow fields. In the teaching 
of engineering skills, this has led to a general tendency to devote relatively more time than 
before to well-defined scientific problems and less to open-ended engineering design 
problems, with all thc complications associated with the latter. This shift from synthesis 
towards analysis in engincering education has produced graduating students lhat compared to 
earlier generations are probably better at analysis but not as good at synthesis, which is really 
what engineering is all about. 
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